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0. INTRODUCTION

In the paper Drabek, Kufner, Nicolosi [1], boundary value problems for the non
linear partial differential equation in divergence form of order 2m,

(0.1)

£

(-l)WDaAa(x,u(x),...,Dmu(x)) = £

|a|^m

(-1)WD«/«W,

|a|^m

on a domain $1 C R N , AT ^ 2, have been investigated.
It was supposed that the corresponding differential operator was degenerate (or
singular) elliptic and that this behaviour can be described by some weight functions
va{x), \a\ = m, appearing in the highest order terms of this operator. This means,
roughly speaking, that the functions
Aa{x,0

= Aa(a;,fo,fi>...>£m)>

M = m,

where fj = {£p € R; |/?| = j} behave with respect to the components £$ of the vector
fm, which represents in (0.1) the vector Dmu of all m-th order derivatives of u, like

(0.2)

Mx)\&r\

*€fl, fr€R,
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with p > 1. Thus the weight function vp(x) describes the degeneration (or singularity) and the exponent p the degree of nonlinearity.
In [1], the existence of weak solutions of boundary value problems was proved
using the degree theory of monotone mappings. The solutions have been sought in
a special weighted Sobolev space
Wm>p(v,n)

(0.3)
normed by
(0.4)

IHU.p.^C ]T

( \Dau{x)\pva{x)dx

+

£

f

IDPuWdx)

where
v = {i>a;|a| = m}
is the collection of weight functions va = va(x) (i.e., functions measurable and
positive a.e. in Q) which describe the degeneration (or singularity)—see (0.2). Let
us point out that in (0.4), the weights appear only in the highest (ra-th) order
derivatives.
In order to guarantee that the space VVm'p(j/, ft) and also its subspace
wm'p{u,n)

(0.5)

defined as the closure of Co°(ft) with respect to the norm (0.4). are well-defined, we
suppose—analogously to [1]—that

(0.6)

vaeLlc(il),

t^/*1-') € Lfoc(n),

\a\=m.

A very important tool in [1] was the compactness of the imbedding
(0.7)

VVm'p(i/, n) C+ KVm~1,p(n)

where on the right hand side the classical (= nonweighted) Sobolev space appears.
This imbedding was established in two steps. First it was shown that the continuous
imbedding

(o.8)

vVm'p(i/, n) c * JVm,pi (n)

takes place with
(0.9)
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pi=p

S+1

This step needs the additional assumption
— 6 La(Sl),

(0.10)

|a| = m,

VOL

with the condition
(0.11)

O

1

,
p- 1
which ensures that p\ in (0.9) satisfies pi ^ 1. Then, assuming that (0.10) holds
with
N
(0.12)
s> -,
the compact imbedding

wm^{n)c^wm-^p{n)

(0.13)

was used. Compactness of (0.7) follows from (0.8), (0.13).
Summarizing (0.11) and (0.12), we have to suppose that the weight functions va
satisfy (0.10) with
(0.14)

1
p - l r f o r l <'p <
N t
^ N
s > — for pr >•
p
' N - l
O

N
N-1

This condition is rather restrictive and excludes strong degenerations. It is the aim of
this paper to show how this condition can be weakened. Using certain Hardy-type inequalities, we are able to derive compactness of the imbedding (0.7) directly, avoiding
the (now unnecessary) introduction of the intermediate auxiliary space W m ' P l (fi).
So we can obtain existence results for degenerate elliptic equations with a stronger
degeneration than in [1], Of course, the price we have to pay for this improvement
consists in a certain decline of the growth of lower order terms (see Subsection 3.7).
The paper, which could be considered an extension of the results derived by
Guglielmino, Nicolosi [2] and Drabek, Nicolosi [3], is organized as follows: In Section 1, after some preliminaries, we will indicate how the imbedding (0.7) can be
realized (to be compact) in a direct way. In Section 2, we will formulate the main
results; since we are looking for a weak solution in the same space as in [1]—namely
in W m ' p (i/, fi) from (0.3)—and since also the method is literally the same as in [1]
(with the appropriate changes in the assumptions), we can omit the proofs here and
refer to [1]. In Section 3, we will give some examples which illustrate the advantage
(and also the disadvantages) of our method.
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1. PRELIMINARIES. THE IMBEDDING

(0.7)

1.1. The domain. We will suppose that the domain ft C RN is bounded and
satisfies the so-called cone condition. This enables us, among other, to use imbedding
theorems for classical Sobolev spaces in Subsection 1.10. For details see, e.g., Adams
[4] or Kufner, John, Fu£ik [5].
1.2. The function spaces, (i) Let u) = u(x) be a weight function on ft. For
p > 1 we denote by
Lp(cj,ft)

(1.1)

the set of all measurable functions u = u(x) on ft for which the norm

N|Piü, = Ц к x ) | M x ) d x )

(1.2)

i/p

is finite. L (LJ, ft) will be called the weighted Lebesgue space.
(ii) Let v = {i/o, i/i,..., .t/jv} be a family of weight functions on ft. For p > 1, we
denote by
P

Wx>p(v,Sl)

(1.3)

the set of all functions u € Lp(i/o,ft) whose distributional derivatives ^ - belong to
LP(^,ft),f = l,2,...,iV.
(hi) We will suppose that all weight functions appearing in this paper satisfy the
conditions (0.6). Then W1,p(v,Q,) is a Banach space if equipped with the norm

(i.4)

»«^-=K^|:|^iiJ1/p

and we can introduce the space
(1.5)

Wfo,il)

as the closure of the set Co°(ft) with respect to the norm (1.4).
(iv) For M a subset of the boundary 9ft of ft, denote by

(i.6)
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C£(n)

the set of all u G C°°(n) such that suppu D M = 0, i.e., u vanishes in an open
neighborhood of M. We denote by
(1.7)

WM (= WO,

the closure of Cj^(fi) with respect to the norm (1.4). Obviously
(1.8)

W^p(v, (1)CWMC

Whp(v, ft)

and WQ'P(V,ft) is in fact Wan- In the sequel we will often omit the subscript M in
WM .
We will suppose that for u G W, the expression

(i.9)

H 1 ) P I „=(E j[ i^^r^)^)

1p

is a norm on W equivalent to the norm \\u\\iiPiU from (1.4).
1.3. R e m a r k . Due to the density of Cjg(ft) in W, we will often consider only
the smooth functions from C^(fi). Since these functions satisfy u\M = 0, we can,
roughly speaking, interprete the functions u G W as "those functions from W1,p(v, ft)
which satisfy the boundary condition u\M = 0". This shows a close connection of
our considerations with the boundary value problems which will be investigated in
Section 2.
1.4. Hardy type inequalities. Let p, q > 1. In the sequel, we will make
substantial use of a special type of the inequality

(1.10)

\ i/?

(jГ |«(x)|M*)d»)

rN

\Ąţ^J\^-(x)\PVi{x)àx

i/p

where u>, v\,..., i/Iv are weight functions on ft. We will suppose that (1.10) holds for
all v e W [or, due to the density, for all v G C^(Q,)]. This inequality, called Hardytype inequality (or weighted Priedrichs/Poincare inequality) expresses an imbedding
between a weighted Sobolev and a weighted Lebesgue space of the type

Wl*p{v,Q)c+Lq{uj,n)
or, more precisely, the imbedding
(1.11)

Wc+Lq(v,n).
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It is not possible to give here a detailed account of the relations between the
parameters p, q, between the (optimal) weight function u> and the weight functions
"i> "2> • •. i VN etc., under which inequalities of the form (1.10) hold. These relations
are in the general case rather complicated and depend even in the particular cases
substantially on the properties of the parameters involved, like the shape of the
domain fi, the character of the weight functions (e.g., their dependence only on
some variables), the assumptions about the space W etc. A lot of information can
be found in the book Opic, Kufner [6] for general as well as for special weights.
We will give some examples in Subsection 1.7 and also in Section 3, but now let us
simply formulate our fundamental assumption. It should be emphasized that we will
be interested in the inequality (1.10) for the special case
p = g,

LJ(X) = 1.

1.5. The main assumption. Let W be the subspace of the weighted Sobolev
space VV1,p(iv, fi) defined in 1.2 (iii). We will suppose that the weight functions
i/i, ^2, . » VN have the following property: the inequality
/ \v(x)\pdx ^ CoJ2 I IP-W
Jr.
£ j J a ' oxi

(1.12)

V

»i(x)dx

holds for every function v 6 W with a constant CQ > 0 independent of v, and the
corresponding imbedding
W C* LP(Q)

(1.13)
is compact.

1.6. R e m a r k . Let us point out that assumption 1.5 is primarily an assumption
about the weight functions v\<iv<i,...,vn. As we will see later (cf. Remark 1.9), it
will be mainly this assumption which will replace the condition ^- £ LS(Q) with s
satisfying (0.14).
1.7. E x a m p l e s , (i) The inequality (1.12) holds for every v e Co°(ft) [which
corresponds to the choice W = Wj},p(i/, Q)] if the weight functions have the form
*i(x) = \gi(x)\p,

i = l,2,...,N,

where the vector g = (yi, g2,..., gN) satisfies div g = 1, or if

t\

f\

(\

f^\dG(

ui(x) = v2(x) = ... = uN(x) = l2^\—{x)\
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^"-^v1
J

where G = G(x) is a solution of the equation AG = 1 (see [6], 14.7 and 14.11).
(ii) The more general inequality (1.10) holds for every v € C^(U) with
vl (x) = . . . = vN(x) = [dist(x, dil)]\

u)(x) = [dist(x, dSl)]K

where
A<p-1
if and only either
(1.14)

l<^g<oo,

~ - — + 1 ^ 0,
q
p

K,^-(/3
p

+

N)-q-N

or
1 ^ g < p < oo,

K>-(/3

+ 1) - g - 1

P
(see [6], Theorem 21.5). Moreover, the corresponding imbedding (1.11) is compact
if the last inequality in (1.14) is strict.
(iii) Further examples for weight functions of the type [dist(x, M)]x and g =
£(dist(x, M)) with g = g(t) > 0 and M C dQ, the set mentioned in 1.2 (iv) can be
found in Kufner [7].
1.8. The main imbedding, (i) Now, we will work with the space Wm>p(v,Sl)
defined in the Introduction—see (0.3), (0.4), with the family of weight functions
v = {va = vQ(x); \a\ = m};
here we adopted the multiindices notation. More precisely, we will work with its
subspace V satisfying

(i.i5)

d ^ j c y c r ^ , ! ) ) ,

and we will suppose that
(1.16)

D^u eW

for u e V, \(3\ = m - 1

where W is the space introduced in 1.2 (iv).
(ii) Let us fix one multiindex ft, |/?| = m — 1, and denote by 0(i) the multiindex
a = ( a i , a 2 , . . . , aN) for which
<*;=&

for i / j , ai = ft + l,
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i.e.

(1.17)

0(i) = (Pufc,...,Pi-uPi

+

hfa.u...,i3N)-

Obviously, \(3(i)\ = m.
(iii) Suppose that for every fixed /?, \(3\ = m - 1, the weight functions Vi(x) =
u
Pli)(x)i * = 1,2,..., J(V, satisfy assumption 1.5, i.e., the inequality
/ Kx)| p dx ^ c o ] T / \^-(x)\

(1.18)

^{i)(x)dx

holds for every v € W.
Due to (1.16), we can take v = £)^tx in (1.18) obtaining the inequality
(1.19)

/ \D^u(x)\pdx < coJT f
Jn
i^iJn

\D^u(x)\pvm(x)dx

since ^.D^u = j D ^ u due to the definition of /3(i)—see (1.17). But (1.19) holds
for every /?, |/3| = m — 1, and we have |/?(i)| = m; consequently we obtain that
(1.20)

]T

/ \D^u(x)\pdx ^ C l ^

|t3|=m-l* / n

/ |-O a ti(*)l^«(*)dx,

|a|=m,/n

and it follows immediately that the inequality
(1-21)

IML-l.p ^ C2\\u\\mfPil/,

where on the left hand side the norm in the (nonweighted) Sobolev space Wm"ljP(Ct)
appears, holds for every u G V.
So, we have derived the imbedding

v c wm-^p(n)

(i.22)

and moreover, this imbedding is compact due to the compactness of imbedding (1.13).
1.9. R e m a r k . It is in fact the imbedding (1.22) which we will use in the sequel
instead of the imbedding (0.7). We have derived it without introducing the "intermediate space" Wm,Pl(lQ); let us emphasize that the crucial step in our assumptions,
which replaces this auxiliary space [and consequently, the restrictive assumption
—• 6 L5(fi) with s satisfying (0.14)] was the claim from 1.8 (iii) that every N-tuple
of weight functions va from the family v, which has the form
^/?(i),^(2),-.-,^/?(/V)
satisfies assumption 1.5.
202

for some /3, | / ? | = m - l ,

1.10. Some classical imbeddings. Since we will need some imbeddings of
classical Sobolev spaces, let us recall some results concerning them.
(i) First we will deal with the space Wm~l>p(ri). Let us denote by K2 the number
N
(1.23)

Ac2 = m - 1

.
P

Then the following imbeddings hold:
(i-1) For K G N0 such that m - 1 ^ fc > K2y we have
(1.24)

Wm-l'p(fl)

c+ Wk'rk(Q)

where
(1.25)

1 < rfe < qk =

Np
N - (m - fc - l)p

(i-2) For fc = /C2 € N0, we have
, (1.26)

W™- 1 -'^) C* Wk*r(Q)

with r arbitrary, 1 ^ r < oo.
(i-3) For fc € No such that 0 ^ fc < K2, we have
(1.27)

wm-^p(n)

C» Ck(fi).

(ii) The imbeddings (1.26) and (1.27) are compact; the imbedding (1.24) is compact if we have strict inequality rk < qk in (1.25).
(iii) Due to assumption 1.5, we have also the compact imbedding (1.22) for the
subspace V of Wm>p(v,Q). Combining (1.22) with (1.24), (1.26) and (1.27), respectively, we immediately obtain the following assertion, which will be used in the next
section:
The imbeddings
(1.28)

VC|^rfc(fl),
V C* W*' r (n),
V C+ C*(fi)

hold under the same conditions as the imbeddings (1.24), (1.26) and (1.27) and,
moreover, they are compact.
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2. T H E EXISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTIONS

2 . 1 . Now we will show under what conditions there exists a weak solution u 6
Wm%p(vjil) of a boundary value problem for the differential equation (0.1). Let us
start with some assumptions about the differential operator and the right hand side.
Recall that
N
(2.1)

/c2=m-l

.
P
2.2. Growth conditions. Let k be the number of distinct multiindinces /? =
(Pii /?2, • • •» PN), &% nonnegative integers, for which |/?| = /?i + /32 + . . . + /?# -^ m.
Denote
£ = { & e R, |/0| *$ m} e R*
and
(2.2)

ft

= {& 6 R, |/9| < Ka}.

Let us suppose that the functions Aa = -4 a (#,£), |a| ^ m, which appear in equation
(0.1), are Caratheodory functions on Q x R*. Let # a = # a (£), |a| ^ m, be positive,
continuous, nondecreasing functions on (0, oo); for K2 ^ 0 we take ga(£) = 1.
Let <fy? be the number q^ from (1.25) for k = |/3|, i.e.
(2 3)

Q0 =

'

.V-(m-l-|/?|)p'

and denote by pp, K2 ^ |/?| -^ m — 1, any number which satisfies
(2.4)

1 < pp ^ qp for
1 < P/? < oo

K2

< \/3\ ^ m - 1,

arbitrary for |/?| = « 2 -

Finally, for r > 1 denote
r-1
We will assume that the functions Aa(x,£) satisfy for a.e. x E fl and for every
f € R* the following growth conditions:
(i) For |a| = m,

(2.5)

\Aa(x,o\ *$ fcd&D^'wkw +

£

«2<|/?Km-l

l/3|=m
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l&r /p '

with aa e Lp'(Q).
(ii) For a with K2 < \a\ < m - 1,
(2.6) |-4 a (rr,OK^(Ko|)

aa(x)+

\Çß\Pß,P'" + £

£
к 2 <|/3|<m-l

with aa e

^/PҶS)ЫP/P«

\ß\=m

Lp»(Q).

(iii) F o r |a| = AC2,

(2.7)

|i4«(x, 01 <»«(!&!) aa(x)+

with some a > 1 and aa e
(iv) For |a| < K2I
(2.8)

£

ШPß,'+ £ ^Ч-OføH

La(Q).

K.(-J,í)l<S«(lío|)
ft2<|íKm-l

with a a G

|/3|=m

L1^).

2.3. T h e right h a n d side. We will suppose that the functions / a , |a| ^ m,
which appear on the right hand side of equation (0.1), satisfy the following conditions
(with parameters I>, p a . & which appear in the foregoing growth conditions):
(2.9)

/ a S L ^ a ^ f i )

if|a|=m,

/a€Lp«(ft)

if AC2 < |a| < m - l ,

/a G I^ft)

if |a| =

/aGL^fl)

if |a| <K2.

AC2,

2.4. The boundary value problem and the operator T. Let us consider a
boundary value problem for the equation (0.1). By means of the boundary conditions,
we introduce a closed subspace V of W m,p (.i/, ft) which satisfies the condition

w™*(v,n) c r c wm'p(j/,ft).
Moreover, we will suppose that V satisfies the conditions mentioned in Subsection 1.8; consequently, the imbedding (1.22) and the imbeddings (1.28) hold and are
even compact. (For example, this will be satisfied if we, roughly speaking, consider
boundary conditions with Dirichlet data on some part M of dfi-—see also Section 3.)
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For u, (p £ V, we can introduce the operator T acting on V by the formula
(2.10)

(Tu, V> = £

/ lA° (*' "(*>'' * - ^ " 0 * 0 ) ~ fa(x))Da<p(x) dx

where (•, •) denotes the duality between V* and V; using the properties of Nemytskii
operators, we derive the following analogue of Theorem 3.5 in [1]:
2.5. Theorem. Let us assume that the growth conditions (2.5)-(2.8) and the
conditions (2.9) are satisfied. Then the operator T: V -» V* defined in (2.10) is
bounded and continuous.
2.6. Definition. We will say that a function u e V is a weak solution of our
boundary value problem, described by the equation (0.1) and by the space V, if the
identity
] P [ Aa(x,u(x),...}Dmu(x))Da(p(x)dx
i \? Jo

= V f fa(x)Da(p(x)dx
, T^ Jn

i.e., the identity
(Tu,v>=0
holds for every <p E V.
Now we will modify the conditions from [1] which will guarantee the existence of
a weak solution.
2.7. The ellipticity and monotonicity. Let us write the vector £ G Rfc in the
form

f = fa,0
where t) = {&; |/3| < ro - 1}, C = {&; |/?l = m}. We will write fr = r^ for & E r?,
fo = C/3 for fr € C(i) Let (ft = 0i(£) be positive, continuous and nonincreasing on (0,oo), g*i = g<i($)
positive, continuous and nondecreasing on (0, oo). Let £o be defined by (2.2). We will
suppose that for a.e. x € fl and for every {GR fc the following ellipticity condition
holds:

(2.u)

£ Mw,CK<*>9i(\So\) £ ^(~0IG»l'-0.(161)
|a|=m

|0|=m

with pp appearing in the growth conditions.
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£

*2<|/?|<m-l

Mp"

(ii) Further, we will suppose that the differential operator from (0.1) is monotone
in the principal port, i.e., the following conditions hold for a.e. x € Cl and for every
pair (77,0. 0*7.0 from R* with C # C:

(2.12)

Yl [Aa(x^O-Aa(x,VX)](Ca-Ca) > 0.
|a|=m

The following existence theorems can be derived completely analogously as Theorems 5.3 and 5.6 in [1].
2.8. Theorem. Let us assume that (2.5)-(2.8), (2.9), (2.11) and (2.12) .hold.
Moreover, assume that there exists a number R > 0 such that
(Tu,u) ^ 0
for allu eV such that ||tt||m,p,.v = R> Then the boundary value problem for the differential equation (0.1) has at least one weak solution no € V such that \\uo\\myP,v ^ -R2.9. Theorem. Let us assume that the coefficients Aa = Aa(x,£) of the differential operator in (0.1) satisfy conditions (2.5)-(2.8), (2.11) and (2.12). Moreover,
suppose that the following coercivity condition is fulfilled for a.e.x € fi andforevery

£eRk:
(2.13)

£

A*(*,0ta>Cl

\a\^m

£

Va(x)\£a\P + C2\te\P-C3

\a\=m

with positive constants Ci, C2, c$ and 0 = (0,..., 0).
Then the boundary value problem for the differential equation (0.1) on V has at
least one weak solution for every family of functions fa, \a\ ^ m, which satisfy (2.9).

3. EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS

3.1. We will consider the differential operator A appearing in (0.1), i.e.
(3.1)

J2(-l)HDaMxMx),--,Dmu(x)),

(Au)(x)=
|a|^m

and suppose that the functions Aa = Aa(x,£) satisfy the growth conditionsfrom
Subsection 2.2. For example, we can suppose that the highest order terms appear in
the special simple form

(3.2)

-4a(a;,0 = ^ W I ^ r 2 e a ,

\a\ = m,
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but the particular form of -4a(a;,£) will not be important. Our aim is to show how
we can use Hardy-type inequalities of the form
Iv

(3.3)

J \v(x)fdx <cJ2J

|^( x )|%(x)dx

where v = D0u, |/3| = m - 1, for u € V C Wm'p(u, fi) and ut(x) = up^(x) with
(3.4)

• /3(i) = (01,/h,...,l3i-ul3i

3.2. E x a m p l e .

+ l,l3i+1,...,M,

i=

l,2,...,N.

For 17 let us choose the cube
Q = (o,i)N

and write x = (x',xN) with x' G RN~X. Then the set
M = {x = (X',XN)

£ 8Q;XN = 0}

is the bottom of the cube Q.
Let us consider a boundary value problem on Q with the Dirichlet data on M (the
boundary conditions on dQ \ M are not important), and suppose that the weight
functions va(x) have the special form
(3.5)

va(x) = va(x',XN) = V(XN)

for all a, \a\ = m,

i.e., all weight functions are the same and depend only on £//, 0 < xN < 1. For this
special choice, conditions (0.6) have the form

(3.6)

ueLlc(o,V,

v^eLlc(o,i)

and we will suppose that they are satisfied.
Since we have Dirichlet boundary conditions on M (which means that the values
of D@u on M are prescribed for all /?, |/3| ^ m - 1), we can construct the set
V C Wm*p(v,tt) by the following procedure: We consider a set Y C C°°(U) which
satisfies the condition
(3.7)

supp u D M = 0

for u € ^

and define V as the closure of ^ in Wm>p(v, il). Due to the density, we can consider
the inequality (3.3) for v = D^u with u € Y instead of u € V. But in view of (3.7)
we have
(3.8)
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v = v(x', x/v) = 0 for x# = 0.

For such functions we can use the onedimensional Hardy inequality
(3.9)

f1
/ \v(x',xN)\pdxN

f1 | dv
< Co / \-—(x',xN)\

Jo

Jo

IOXN

\P

v(xN)dxN
«

which holds, with a constant CQ independent of x' G M, if and only if the function
B(t) = (1 - *) 1 / p ( /

(3.10)

"l~P' (s) ds \

is bounded on (0,1), i.e. if the function
(3.11)

Jf(t)=

I

v1-p'(s)ds

Jo

has the property that
jY(t) • (1 - t)p'~l

(3.12)

< cx

for t G (0,1).

Moreover, the imbedding expressed by the inequality (3.9) is compact provided
jY(t)=o((l-t)1~p)

(3.13)

for*->l.

(For all these results, see [6], Chapter 1.)
The integration of (3.9) with respect to x' G M leads to the inequality
(3.14)

f
/ \v(x',xN)\pdxN

f I dv
dx' ^ CQ I \-—(x',xN)
JQ I oxN

JQ

P

1

v(xN)dxN

dx'

and this inequality immediately yields
J \v(x)\pdx

(3.15)

^coJ2J

\^(x)\\(xN)dx

which holds not only for v = D&u with u G ^ , but also with u G V. Inequality
(3.15) is the desired inequality (3.3). Since v = JD^u, \(J\ = m — 1, we finally have

£

/ \D^u(x)\pdx <d £

|/?|==m-l ^

/ Pa«(*)IM*»)d*-

|a.|=niG

Since for w G V C VVm,p(i/, il) the left hand side is obviously equivalent to the norm
in Wm-l>P(Q)> we have derived for u G V the inequality
||w||m-l,p<C 2 |N|m,p,i/,
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i.e., the imbedding
(3.16)

Wm-^P{Q)

V C+

which is compact if v satisfies (3.13).
Let us compare conditions (3.12) and (3.13) with condition (0.10) for s satisfying
(0.14). In our case this condition reads

(3.17)

fl
/ v~s{xN)dxN <oo

for O

~r

N
if P < JfZi*

while (3.12) and (3.13) require only the finiteness of the integral
/ i/i=F
vi-v{x
{xN)N)idxN
Jo
Jo

(3.18)

for t e (0,1)

with a certain "bad behaviour" for t -> 1 (notice that 1 - p ' = y^-). Thus (3.18)
gives us more possibilities in the choice of admissible functions .v, mainly in the case
p ^ Tver» since then we have
N ^
1
s> — ^
P
P-1
3.3. E x a m p l e . In the foregoing example, all weight functions have been the
same. If we consider the same boundary value problem but now with weight functions
defined by the formulas
va{x) = va{xN)

for all a of the form a = /?(-V), |/3| = m - 1,

va{x) = 1

for all other a, |a| = m

[see (3.4) for the definition of 0{N)] then we come to the same conclusions as in
Example 3.2. Indeed: In this case we have Dau = Q^D^U for a = /3{N) and we
need—instead of (3.15)—a Hardy-type inequality of the form

(3.19)

J \v{x)\*dx < co f ) J

since now vi{x) = . . . = vN-\{x)
immediately from (3.15).
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Ij^tofdz + J \£^\* »(*»)**

= 1, vN{x)

= v{xN).

But (3.19) again follows

3.4. R e m a r k s , (i) In the foregoing examples, the essential tool was the onedimensional Hardy inequality (3.9), more precisely, the conditions of its validity and
of the compactness of the corresponding imbedding. These conditions have a form
which is easy to check and are expressed in terms of the function Jf(t) from (3.11).
Moreover, the existence of Jf(t) at the same time guarantees that also the second
condition in (3.6) is satisfied, and consequently, it remains only to check whether
v€
1^(0,1).
(ii) If we consider a boundary value problem with Dirichlet data on the top of
our cube Q, i.e. for x £ dQ with xN = 1, and suppose that the weight functions va
are given by formula (3.5), we again arrive at the Hardy inequality (3.9), but now
for functions v = v(xf ,xN) such that v(xf, 1) = 0. In this case the conditions of its
validity and of the compactness are expressed in terms of the function
(3.20)

J(t)=

f

vl-*'(t)dt,

and the compactness is guaranteed if
Jf(t) = o(tl~p')

(3.21)

for t -> 0.

(See again [6], Chapter 1.)
In order to make the conditions just mentioned more transparent, let us consider
a particular function v.
3.5. E x a m p l e .
(3.22)

If we consider in the foregoing examples
v(xN) = x$<

[i.e., if we consider a degeneration of the type (dist(x,M))
for jY(t) from (3.11)
(3.23)

, A > 0] then we have

jY(t) = c • ^ - P ' * ^ 1 = c • t 1 -J^T

provided
(3.24)

A < p - 1,

and condition (3.13) which guarantees the compactness is obviously fulfilled. Consequently, for weight functions of the type (3.22) with A satisfying (3.24) we can use
our approach and derive results about the existence of weak solutions with this type
of degeneracy in the highest order terms.
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Conditions (3.6) are in this case obviously satisfied. On the other hand, condition
(3.17) used in [1] allows less values of A than (3.24) if p > J^J since it reads

s

N

If we consider the boundary value problem from Remark 3.4 (ii), i.e., the Dirichlet
data on the top of Q, the situation improves more since condition (3.21) will now be
satisfied for
(3.25)

A < p,

i.e., we have more admissible values of A.
3.6. Singular elliptic operators. All considerations concerning Example 3.5
remain valid if we assume A < 0, which means—in view of (3.2)—that singularities
of the type (dist(x, M)) A , A < 0, can occur among the coefficients of our differential
operator. Since the conditions (3.24) or (3.25) contain no lower bound for A, we can
immediately conclude that our approach is suitable also for certain singular elliptic
differential operators without restriction on the rate of singularity [of course only in
the case when the singularity appears on dfl—compare with condition va € L\oc(Sl)).
3.7. Concerning the growth conditions. As we have shown in the foregoing examples, using our approach we can—at least for certain boundary value
problems—weaken the restrictive conditions (0.10), (0.14), and we are allowed to
consider differential operators with a stronger degeneration. On the other hand, as
was indicated in the introduction, we have in general more restrictive growth conditions than in [1]. Indeed: If we consider, e.g., the "coefficient" Aa(x,£) for \a\ = m,
then the growth condition in [1] reads
\Aa(x,0\<9(\v\ya/p(x)

(3.26)

aa(x)+

£

fø|"»

/ci^|/3|^m-l

\ß\=m

where g\ -= 9i(t) is positive and nondecreasing, rj = {£/?; |/3| < «i} and

(3.27)
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a

'**

= ^-N-rtm-W)

f

°r|/3|>Kl

with
(3.28)

N
Pi

Ki = m

and

p\ = p

s
N
- , $ > —.
s +1
p

Comparing (3.26) with (2.5), we can immediately see the following facts:
(i) For the number K2 from (2.1) we have
K2 <

K\

since ~ < ~ -h 1 due to the definition of pi and the condition s > ^ . Consequently,
the vector rj in (3.26) can have more components than the vector £o in (2.5) [see its
definition in (2.2)].
(ii) If we compare terms which appear in (3.26) as well as in (2.5), e.g.
|&|'*

and

\^\pplpt

for (3 with K2 < |0| < m - 1,

then an easy calculation shows that the exponent pp/p' can be smaller than the
exponent s@y since due to (3.27) and (2.3), (2.4)
P/? <, QP _ P ~~~7
pf ^*^ —
p' 7
p

1

N

• IV
TT

P
^ * _ P~ 1
Npx
5
- "/(ra - Z1 - .on
|/J|)p < r?" —
p ' IV - (m - |/3|)pi'

Consequently, the growth of the corresponding term \D&u\ in the "coefficient"
Aa (ry u(x),..., Dmu(x)) can be bigger if we use the approach from the paper [1].
This is a disadvantage of our method.
3.8. T h e last example. The weight function i/(x) considered in Example 3.5—
see (3.22)—describes a degeneration of singularity on the boundary dii of ft. Therefore, let us consider a weight whose "bad behaviour" is concentrated in the interior

of a
Let ft be the square (—1,1) x (-1,1) and consider the second order differential
equation

3 29

<- )

2

ß

2

XuX2

^җ(^

A дu | P - дu\

„,

,

>Ы s s ) + G и ^

on ft with p > 2 and with the weight function
r

(3.30)

1

for xi ^ 0,
for xi > 0, %2 > 0,

ф ь x 2 ) = < x2
,\x2\

џ

forжi > 0 , X2 < 0 ,
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where A, n are real numbers.
Here we have N = 2, m — 1, and conditions (0.6) lead to the restriction
(3.31)

A,/i€(-l,p-l)

since the function v from (3.30) vanishes or becomes singular on the segment T =
{(xi,x2);0<xi
< 1, x2 = 0 } c a
(i) If we use the approach from [1], we have still another restriction
(3.32)

A,/i<|

(note that we take p > 2), but the number KI from (3.28) is positive and we can
choose the function G = G(t) in (3.29) rather general, for example
(3.33)

G(t) = tet2

(see [1], Example 5.7).
(ii) If we use the approach from this paper, then K2 < 0 and G(t) has to satisfy
the growth assumption (2.6), i.e. we can have only

|G(t)|<cW\
which is weaker than (3.33). On the other hand, the Hardy-type inequality can be
used and the corresponding imbedding is compact for all values of A and \x satisfying
(3.31), which is an improvement of (3.32) (notice that we supposed p > 2).
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